
An effective solution would:
Accurately identify, categorize, and label 
underlying intents in feedback

Quickly uncover and track emerging issues to 
monitor effectiveness of fixes 

Offer support in multiple languages, including 
English, Spanish, Chinese, French, and Russian

The challenge
About to launch its first wearable technology product, this leading global consumer electronics brand sought to reli-
ably monitor customer feedback for emerging issues. Given the company’s scale and the launch’s publicity, problems 
needed immediate detection and resolution. 

Most solutions the company reviewed required the painful process of manually building and categorizing inflexible 
lists of keywords or important terms.

The solution
The brand used Luminoso CompassTM to classify, label, and 
analyze its incoming support tickets – ideal for acting on 
high volumes of streaming text data. Without keyword-
matching or ontology-building, the solution was set up 
in under 10 minutes. After launch, incoming support 
tickets were pulled in and analyzed in near real time. As 
Luminoso assigned categories to incoming tickets, the 
team monitored which problems were mentioned most 
frequently, and quickly identified emerging issues.

The team found unexpected insights. “Cracked” and 
“scratched” screen complaints, labeled as “Repairs and 
Physical Damage”, stemmed from damage in the shipping 
process, not user behavior. The group also learned that 
early customers were complaining about a “sticking” or 
“unresponsive” dial, an actual defect for some buyers, but 
also a counterintuitive design feature for others.
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The results
With Luminoso, this brand accurately identified and categorized customer intent from feedback. As a result, the company:

Luminoso classified, labeled, and helped analysts act on high 
volumes of streaming text data – and uncovered unexpected 

emerging issues and insights.

Luminoso turns unstructured text data into business-critical insights. Using common-sense artificial intelligence to understand language, we empower organizations 
to discover, interpret, and act on what people are telling them. Requiring little setup, maintenance, training, or data input, Luminoso combines world-leading natural 
language understanding technology with a vast knowledge base to learn words from context—like humans do—and accurately analyze text in minutes, not months. 
Our software provides native support in over a dozen languages, so leaders can explore relationships in data, make sense of feedback, and triage inquiries to drive 
value, fast. Luminoso is privately held and headquartered in Boston, MA.
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Luminoso Compass reviews, classifies, and tags inbound text 
data with high accuracy in real time to quickly route inquiries, 
requests, and issues.

Bring to light what your 
customers and employees are saying

Time-to-insight in under 10 minutes  
instead of weeks or months

Identification and classification 
in near real time with high-level 

accuracy

Unexpected insights about product 
damage and design issues

Uncovered and triaged emerging issues to 
immediately implement fixes

Discovered root causes for complaints

Surfaced design issues otherwise undetectable 
with keyword-based analytics

Tracked prevalence of and changes to labels over 
time to ensure adequate fixes 

The benefits
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